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Abstract

Background and Aims: The contribution genetic and antigenic diversity of H9N2 influenza viruses in evading from immune responses, cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) epitopes in hemagglutinin (HA) protein restricted by HLA binding peptides was identified.

Materials and Methods: Phylogenetic analyses were carried out for all of full length HA and deduced amino acid sequences of H9N2 viruses available in GenBank from their emergence to now. The impact of amino acid substitutions on emergence of antigenic variants was evaluated by using in silico prediction of the HLA-A*0201 binding peptides within HA protein. Potentially changes in structure and antigenic function of HA protein were quantified.

Results: The viruses phylogenetically clustered in Middle East and China. HA protein of the Middle East viruses represented a single sublineage, G1-like, while China isolates grouped to various sublineages and genotypes. Despite Middle Eastern viruses, more variations found in CTL epitopes of China isolates correlated to phylogenic analysis. Quantify and scoring of HA epitopes revealed that structure and antigenic function of the protein was not changed within H9N2 viruses during the previous decades indicating viral recognition by host-specific CTL response was not affected.

Conclusion: Using an evolutionary and immunological approach, we showed that substantial levels of immunogenic peptide conservation for H9N2 HA protein was presented by HLA-A*0201. The potentially pre-existing immunity to H9N2 viruses in human is important for determining the outcome of influenza infection and developing vaccine with a T cell–based component against the public health threat.
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Introduction

H9N2 avian influenza viruses have been isolated in multiple avian species throughout Asia, Europe and Africa (1, 2). The widespread prevalence of H9N2 virus in poultry, continuous co-circulation and mixing of the virus with human H3N2, H5, H7 viruses, and acquiring the typical receptor specificity of human influenza viruses suggest that H9N2 has the potential to cause epidemics in the population (3, 5). Human cases of H9N2 virus infection were first documented in Hong Kong in 1999 and reported in 2003, 2007, 2008, and 2009 (6, 7). Moreover H5N1, H7N9 and H10N8, another novel avian influenza virus that recently caused human dead in...
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China, sharing the highest similarities to H9N2 internal genes (8, 9). The susceptibility of the human to influenza infection strongly depends on the genetic background. The major histocompatibility complex (MHC or HLA in human) is an important host genetic risk factor in viral disease. Specific binding of antigenic peptides to MHC class I molecules is a prerequisite for their recognition by cytotoxic T-cells (CTL). The HLA restriction with CTL plays a major role in the immune response which associated with the host response to the infection. Among the supertype HLA alleles the HLA-A*0201-restricted epitopes in human influenza virus proteins are highly conserved (10, 11) considering the immunodominant nature of the epitope. The virus-specific CTL recognize both a viral antigen and a MHC restriction molecule resulted in immunologic susceptibility to the viral infection (12).

Vaccination is one of the most effective and cost-benefit interventions that reduce influenza morbidity (13). Results on developing a universal vaccine revealed that the epitopes capable of binding HLA types provides an alternative strategy against influenza infection (14-16). Hemagglutinin (HA) protein of the viruses is a major antigenic site of protective immunity and more variable than other virus proteins. Since 2005 H9N2 viruses have undergone gradual evolution into several lineages and sublineages either by point mutations or extensive reassortments (17-19). The circulating viruses may possess different HA antigenicity and the induced antibodies may fail to neutralize the virus adequately. In the absence of a vaccine or pre-existing immunity, the emergence of a new strain of influenza virus places nearly every member of the population at infection risk (19). One of the major concerns about the ongoing influenza outbreak is that little protection may exist in human population which induced from the pre-existing CD4+ and CD8+T cell responses to the conserved epitopes. In this study, the molecular basis for pre-existing immunity against H9N2 virus in human population that may prime by circulating strains was examined. The in silico study was undertaken to screen HA H9N2 sequences as potential CTL epitopes of HLA-A*0201 from their emergence to now by using bioinformatics algorithms. The possible differences between HA protein structure and function relationships of the isolates were also explored.

Methods

Dataset of HA H9N2 virus and molecular characterization

The full length HA and deduced amino acid sequences of H9N2 viruses available in GenBank database from 1997 to now were downloaded and aligned using ClustalW with default parameters. The phylogenetic tree was constructed using the minimum evolution (ME) analysis with 1000 bootstrap replication by MEGA4 (20). To determine the evolutionary relationships the level of diversity was separately calculated for every aligned amino acid position according to Claude Shannon’s information theory (21). The variability at amino acid sites at each alignment position was estimated in which the quantity of information or entropy can be interpreted as a level of diversity. An entropy plot was generated for HA amino acid sequences using BioEdit ver. 7.0.9 (22). To identify topology features of HA protein the amino acid mutation spectra between groups of sequences were compared.

Prediction of HLA-A-restricted epitopes

The 9 mer sequences corresponding to the HLA-A*0201 binding peptides within influenza HA protein were predicted by the web-based programs: BIMAS (http://wwwbimas. cit.nih.gov/molbio/hla_bind (23), and SYFPEITHI (http://www.syfpeithi.de/Scripts/MHCServer.d ll/EpitopePrediction.htm (24).

Protein structure and antigenicity prediction

In case that HA sequences show differences, the secondary structure was predicted by using PSIPRED tool (http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred). The antigenic sites within HA proteins was predicted by Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) analysis server (http://tools.immuneepitope.org/tools/bcell/tuto
The antigenic epitopes were determined using Kolaskar and Tongaonkar antigenicity prediction methods based on physico-chemical properties of amino acid residues (i.e. hydrophilicity, accessibility and flexibility) with about 75% accuracy (25). The impact of amino acid changes on HA structure and stability was evaluated using QMEAN4 global score (http://swissmodel.expasy.org) (26). Physico-chemical properties of the HLA-binding peptide sequences include the instability index, theoretical pI, aliphatic index and grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) were computed by ProtParam (http://expasy.org/tool/protparam).

Results

The HA viral gene segments of Asian H9N2 viruses were aligned and analyzed phylogenetically. Similar to our previous study (18) the sequences were divided into two periods 1997-2005 and 2006-now. The phylogenetic analysis of HA protein showed that Middle East isolates shared 96.3%–99.8% identity to each other. The China isolates divided into distinct lineages different from those of Middle East with 94.2%–97.7% identity. Wide distribution of H9N2 influenza viruses over distinct lineages occurred in China, while only one lineage was dominant in Middle Eastern isolates. A close relatedness was found when the phylogenetic trees constructed based on amino acids sequences (Figure 1) indicating synonymous nucleotide substitutions occurred in these sequences. So information entropy to analysis of synonymous mutations in the sequences and plotted panel

\[Fig. 1.\] The evolutionary history of hemagglutinin protein of H9N2 influenza viruses was inferred using the Minimum Evolution method. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted in MEGA4. The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test [1000 replicates] is shown next to the branches. All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated from the dataset. A) The sequences of H9N2 viruses isolated in 1997-2005 and B) the sequences isolated in 2006-now.
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Fig. 2. The entropy plot of hemagglutinin gene of H9N2 influenza viruses. High peaks show the more variations in these sequences.

Fig. 3. Antigenicity prediction plot of HA protein using Kolaskar-Tongaonkar method. Regions with antigenic propensity scale more than 1 are predicted as antigenic regions. Left: H9N2 isolate 1998, Right: H9N2 isolate 2012.

was applied (Fig. 2). The peaks in entropy indicate synonymous substitutions in the related nucleotide sequences. Those amino acid residues with an entropy value between 0 and -0.40 were identified as highly conserved and more negative value indicated more diversity. The entropy values of HA amino acid sequence were computed -0.32 and -0.26 for Middle East and China isolates, respectively. The value indicated no more variability in Asian H9N2 HAs, however the rate of diversity in China isolates was faster than the others.

The peptide sequence between HA1/HA2 subunits, specific amino acids residues at the receptor binding site, and the presence or

Table 1: The QMEAN4 score consists of four function terms estimated for homology modeling of HA H9N2 influenza viruses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring function term</th>
<th>Middle East isolate</th>
<th>China isolate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-beta interaction energy</td>
<td>-109.85</td>
<td>-99.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA-atom pairwise energy</td>
<td>-6526.56</td>
<td>-6127.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvent energy</td>
<td>-20.53</td>
<td>-17.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsion angle energy</td>
<td>-112.34</td>
<td>-101.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
absence of glycosylation sites near the receptor binding site are molecular determinants of pathogenicity and virulence in HA molecule. All isolates shared an identical amino acid sequence of R/KSSR at HA cleavage site, a signature of low pathogenic avian influenza virus adapted to chicken. Seven potential glycosilation sites (with the N-X-T/S motif) were present in the HA of the isolates including five sites in HA1 and two in HA2. The HA sequence alignment data indicate that HA gene of H9N2 viruses circulating in Middle East during the two past decades did not undergo extensive diversity, while China isolates developed adaptive evolution from 1997 to 2005 and its rate was slow.

The contribution of epitope variations in HA diversity was assessed by identification of immunogenic H9N2-specific CTL epitopes restricted to the HLA-A*0201 supertype. Despite Middle Eastern viruses that represented similar CTL epitopes, variation in China isolates was observed. The variable epitopes included changes in positions 5, 10, 50, 182, 268, 280, 305, 414, and 534 were predicted in recent China H9N2 isolates. Most of them were located at HA1 polypeptide outside the major antigenic sites. Among the conserved epitopes, the original 21DINRTFKPL254 motif showed D/EINRTFKPL, DIN/DRTFKPL, and DINRT/VFKPL alternations in 2005 Middle East viruses which continued to now. The motif was changed to EINRTFKPL in 2005 China viruses which replaced by NLDRTFKPL in recent isolates. The CTL escape mutation as amino acid substitutions within epitopes restricted by HLA was not detected.

Prediction of secondary structure of a protein aims to determine the protein’s stability and function. Analysis of the HA protein secondary structures for 1997-2005 and 2006-now H9N2 isolates showed an exact similarity between them indicating the location and percent of random coils, α-helixes and β-sheets structures were not affected by amino acid substitutions. Also the substitutions in HA protein did not made up antigenic distinct domains. According to Kolaskar and Tangaonkar antigenicity scale both HA proteins showed similar antigenic determinants with average propensity 1.021 for 1997-2005 isolates and 1.019 for other isolates (Figure 3). To evaluate the impact of amino acid changes on HA structure and stability the QMEAN score was used. The local geometry analysis based on a torsion angle potential, atoms distance-dependent interaction potential and the burial status of the residues (solvation free energy) were summarized in table 1. The scoring function terms were not significantly varied among China isolates, whereas a little change was shown in 2006 Middle Eastern isolates which increased in recent isolates. The QMEAN score as an estimate of protein stability did not differ considerably between the isolates and ranged between 0-1.

Because the DINRTFKPL located adjacent to the left-edge of the receptor binging pocket of HA we focused on the impact of different features of the motif on HLA-A*0201 peptide binding properties (Table 2). According to the calculated aliphatic and the instability indexes the motifs described as stable peptides. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motif</th>
<th>Theoretical pl</th>
<th>Instability index</th>
<th>Aliphatic index</th>
<th>Grand average of hydropathicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DINRTFKPL</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>86.67</td>
<td>-0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/EINRTFKPL</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>43.33</td>
<td>-1.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIN/DRTFKPL</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>-10.86</td>
<td>86.67</td>
<td>-0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINRT/VFKPL</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>-16.19</td>
<td>118.89</td>
<td>-0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EINRTFKPL</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>-18.92</td>
<td>86.67</td>
<td>-0.733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Impact of amino acid substitutions on physicochemical properties of DINRTFKPI motif within HA H9N2 viruses
negative GRAVY values showing the motifs as hydrophilic in nature and predicting most of the residues to be present in the surface. The DINRVFKPL motif tended to be slightly basic (pI 7.04) due to the replacement of T to V and other motifs showed very high basic pI (10.27). The results indicated that the HLA-binding peptide sequence dynamics were not undergone change during the past decades.

**Discussion**

The H9N2 virus characterized as the mild disease in human and animal species. The sporadic human infection cases have been reported (6, 7). Phylogenetic studies revealed that the majority of H9N2 viruses that have been sequenced belong either to the G1 clade or the Y280/G9 clade. During the last two decades, several distinct lineages and sublineages of H9N2 viruses have become established and the viruses classified in at least seven genotypes series A-G. Among them G1-like viruses (genotypes A1–A3, A5, and A9) have been dominated in Middle east whereas, the genotypic complexity of the viruses shown in China (27, 28). Reassortment between H9N2 and wild bird viruses could trigger adaptation to other hosts. It seems that H9N2 control might allow officials to prevent the next event. In this study, to investigate whether the evolution of H9N2 viruses coupled with emergence of antigenic variants, potential CTL epitope sequences were predicted for HA protein. At least twelve conserved epitope motifs between them, particularly in the HA2 polypeptide were scored. The degree of sequence diversity between the Middle East and China viruses is great in the HA1. More additional motifs are found in the region in recent Chinese isolates. The coexistence of different lineages in the same susceptible population in the country is likely to generate appropriate conditions for the emergence of novel reassortant strains. As shown in figure 1 these emerging viruses by late 2005 have not replaced the previous circulating strains and are instead co-circulating with them. The Middle East H9N2 viruses phylogenetically grouped together within the G1 lineage with a high identity (18, 28). It is expected that the region has not been exposed by novel genotype. Otherwise, Sun and coworkers (29) demonstrated that H9N2 in China belong to the other lineages than G1 evolved into distinct antigenic groups C, D, and E. The antigenic groups D and E isolated from wild waterfowl species possessed greater numbers of amino acid substitutions in antigenic sites of HA protein compared to the current vaccine strain and the antigenic group C virus. It seems that extensive circulation of the viruses has resulted in a progressive and constant genetic evolution and emergence of antigenically distinct viruses. Different distribution of the epitopes among the H9N2 isolates may reveal variation within the antigenic determinants. So, we focused on the effect of changes in HLA-restricted epitope on structure and antigenicfunction of HA protein in H9N2 isolates. Protein structure and antigenicity prediction analysis indicated that amino acid substitution in HA of the Middle East isolates did not affect viral recognition by host-specific CTL response. The claim is confirmed by QMEAN scoring describes the major geometrical aspects of protein structures using the torsion angles and solvation energies. The terms play an important role in flexibility required for folding of the polypeptide backbone and protein–ligand binding (26).

According to our analysis, the HA protein of H9N2 viruses exhibited a score between normal values indicate that the protein structure and its antigenic function in recent viruses were not differing from previous isolates. Based on our epitope distribution analysis, the altered amino acid were not representing within HA receptor binding pocket. It has been shown that the considerable amino acid mutations involve in evading of influenza viruses from immune system response if the changed epitopes is present in the globular head of HA1, in or adjacent to CTL epitopes (30, 31). The high incidence of amino acid substitutions in HA as the main immunogenic protein was not surprising. Based on the studies on human influenza A virus a number of amino acid substitutions in epitopes of
internal proteins have been associated with escape from CTL (32, 33).

**Conclusion**

In this study the antigenic CTL epitopes within HA proteins of H9N2 viruses recognized by HLA-A*0201 to plan the development of a vaccine against emerging avian influenza epidemic has identified. These data may provide valuable insights into potentially pre-existing immunity to H9N2 viruses in human and emphasize the importance of studying the evolutionary changes occurring in the viruses during their emergence to now.
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